This paper describes a observer of direct current motor's (DC motors) parameter based on particles swarm method allowing to define the parameters values set and variables state in real time. During the electric motor operation the values characterizing its current state, for example, the resistance and inductances of the field winding and armature coil change over a wide range and are inaccessible for direct measurement therefore their indirect definition by means of observers is necessary. The current state of the working electric motor at the same time is defined by computer processing easily of measurands -voltage and currents of motor windings, by using of its mathematical model and estimation methods. The mathematical processing algorithm, features of settings, performance and some other results of the research are presented in this article. The results of this work can be used in the design of sensorless DC drives. The estimated DC motor parameter's can be used for control, monitoring and diagnostics of DC drive technical state. For check of serviceability and accuracy of the PSO method the computer motor model received on the basis of the equations of the generalized electrical machine was used. State estimation results of the working electric motor P-12 type confirmed validity of the offered approach.
Introduction
One of the main way of further increase in production efficiency is use of the modern informational technologies allowing to control a condition of processing equipment and to optimize management on this basis. Electric motor is main element of electric drive, his technical state defines reliability and safety all technological process, and therefore it is necessary to have accurate information on his current state. Though now in the industrial production the frequencyadjustable asynchronous electric drive is the most perspective, the range of application of DC motors remains still rather wide, for example, so far they are applied to creation of the main electric drives of rope shovels. Electric motors of these drives work in the repeated and short-term mode with the considerable loadings and overloads, at the same time their thermal state, parameters and variable states change. Therefore, it 
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Materials and methods
Basis of an algorithm work for a parameter estimation of DC motor is the use of target function
where β -a vector of parameters, N -a sample size of the measured data, I -the measured current of a motor anchor winding (exaltation), I M -the winding current received at model operation. Target function allows to define a degree of surge characteristics approximation of the motor and its computer model. There are many estimation methods of dynamical systems, the most frequently used from them are least-square and recursive least-square methods, Kalman Filter, Search Methods, Genetic algorithms, Artificial Neural Networks [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . Unlike the known algorithms of estimation developed for dynamic identification of electric motors, the PSO method allows to carry out high performance and targeted searching of a target function minimum at change of model parameters, on the basis of adaptation and algorithm parameters correction.
The optimization population algorithm is used here in which minimization of target function is made on the basis of information exchange between elements (particles). At the same time the elements collective behavior of the decentralized self-organized system is imitated. Various values of required motor's parameters are used as particles coordinates in this case. The PSO method allows to process at the same time several versions of the parallel solution of a task that considerably speeds up computing procedures. Also its wide approbation at the solution of various optimization problems belongs to advantages of this method [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] .
For searching of an target function extremum (1) the particles move in space of required parameters, finding optimal solutions [21, 22] . The current state of each particle is characterized by coordinates in space and a vector of movement speed which initial values are chosen in a random way. The dimension of a speed vector is defined by dimension of search space. At the same time wider review of search space is provided by great values of particles speed, and more precise localization of target function minimum -small values of speed.
For coordination of the movements, particles communicate, at the same time each particle stores coordinates of the best solutions found by it and also the best decision from found all particles of a swarm. Individual information of a particle and swarm is updated on each iteration and also the current speed of each particle which is used for updating of its position according to dependences: When the particle finds a local extremum of target function, it affects on the next particles, seeking to localize them in the same vicinity. In the same way other particles find also other local extrema among which, as a result, the global extremum is in process of searching. The effectiveness of global extremum searching of target function increases with increase in the population size and the iterations number increases accuracy of searching. However at the same time the time spent for receiving parameters estimation is increased.
Results
Test of parameters estimation possibility was carried out on the motor P-12 type during its work. The computer model of DC motor was created by the equations obtained from a generalized electric machine. Searching was carried out in space where required parameters were values of motor's electromagnetic parameters -resistance and inductances of the field winding and armature coil. For increase in efficiency of computation process the parameters estimation of anchor windings and exaltation was carried out separately.
For an example, the figure characterizing algorithm convergence processes of a motor's parameter estimation As the given parameters the average parameters values estimates of the same engine received for this mode at its dynamic identification on the basis of a least squares method and a Kalman filter are presented in the table.
Results of a parameter estimation of DC motor Accuracy and time of a motor's parameter estimation depend on algorithm settings, sample size and range of search space. Control of an estimation algorithm was made empirically, however knowledge of approximate values of parameters and possible range of their change allows to reduce considerably searching range, to increase accuracy and to reduce estimation time. During the work of an algorithm driving to a global extremum it is expedient to reduce searching range also. The carried out researches showed that at the population size in 100 particles and in 100 iterations time of calculation is less than one second.
Conclusions
Thus, the analysis of research results shows a possibility of PSO method use for creation of the observing device allowing to define DC motor's current state in real time with an error, admissible for practical application. Information on current state of the electric motor can be used further for management, protection and diagnostics of the electric drive.
